
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTROLSYSTEM FOR INTENSE SOURCE OF RADIOACTIVEIONS PROTOTYPED. Bolkhovityanov, N. Lebedev, A. TsyganovThe Budker Institute of Nulear Physis, Novosibirsk, RussiaABSTRACTThe experiment named \Proton Aelerator Based Intense Soure of Ra-dioative Ions for Nulear Physis Experiments" is arried out jointly byThe Budker Institute of Nulear Physis and INFN { Laboratori Nazionalidi Legnaro, and is supported by ISTC (projet #2257).The hardware used for automation has diverse interfaes: CAMAC (digi-tal osillosopes), CAN-bus (DACs and ADCs), Ethernet (CCD-amera andTektronix osillosope) and RS485 (stepper motor and pyrometer).Sine the experiment is relatively small-sale, we had a hoie to reateseveral standalone programs, whih perform all automation tasks. Fortu-nately, we have hosen another approah { to employ the same ontrol sys-tem whih is used on VEPP-5 omplex { CX, whih has 3-layer arhiteture.One of the main reasons for this hoie was experimental nature of thework, so that requirements were expeted to hange dramatially and unpre-ditably. And often physiists an't tell what would they need in the nextdays. In the ourse of experiment these expetations proved to be true.This paper presents our experiene from this work and solutions we used.THE EXPERIMENTThe SPES projet at LNL aim to produe intense radioative ion beams byfast neutron induing �ssion on uranium arbide targets. The fast neutronsare generated by proton beam in a thik graphite onverter of suÆientthikness to stop all the protons. The fast neutrons impinge on a thiktarget of �ssionable material to produe �ssion fragments. The onverteris designed to dissipate more than 100 kW of beam power. The graphitematerial was seleted beause its exellent physial and hemial propertiesallow high beam intensities with a rotating wheel ooled mainly by thermalradiation.BINP is responsible for design and prodution of the rotating targetprototype. The rotating target is irradiated with eletron beam, and target'sbehaviour under high temperatures (>2000oC) and at high temperaturegradients (>100oC/mm) is evaluated. Photometri methods are employed:temperature distribution �eld is measured with either CCD-amera or aphotodiode line via di�erent olour �lters.A distintive feature of the experiment is a 13C target (predited to havehigher neutron yield), so the prototype experiment is niknamed \C13".
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AUTOMATION TASKS AND HARDWAREThe following hardware, in large part produed by BINP, is used:� CCD-amera with Ethernet interfae (ustom protool over UDP) isused for 2D diagnostis of the temperature distribution on the targetsurfae.� ADC333 CAMAC digital osillosope is employed in the seond methodof temperature distribution diagnostis (1D), reading a photodiodeline. Plus, a pair of ADC333s were intended for \fast" monitoringof target wheel vibrations. BINP-designed CM5307-PPC intelligentCAMAC-ontroller[1℄ is used.� CADC40 40-hannel CAN-bus ADC performs measurement of ther-moouples, beam parameters, vauum and \slow" vibration data.CDAC16 16-hannel CAN-bus DAC does ontrol of wheel's linear mo-tor, CCD-amera's objetive ontrol, and some more tasks. Eah ofthese devies also inludes 8-bit input and output registers, whih areused in ontrol.� Colour �lters' wheel is rotated by a stepper motor with a KShD-485ontroller, whih uses RS485 interfae.� Calibration if performed with Impa IS10 pyrometer, whih also usesRS485 interfae.These hardware is onneted to a PC, whih both performs ontrol andprovides operator's interfae.CHOICE OF CONTROL SYSTEMSo, the list of hardware is short, and the experiment is ontrolled by asingle PC. Suh small-sale experiments are often automated with a single,standalone program, whih deals with hardware and provides operator'sinterfae. But there are two ontras:� First, the ontrol hardware is too diverse, and suh a standalone appli-ation, implementing \drivers" for all these devies, would be almostas omplex as a general-purpose ontrol system.� Seond, requirements for the ontrol software were expeted to hange.But making hanges1 into suh a big, omplex and interweaved pro-gram inevitably leads to errors.So, the hoie of ontrol system arhiteture wasn't obvious. 3 variantswere onsidered:1. A dediated, standalone \do everything" program.1Whih are often unpreditable and even unjusti�ed.
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2. An industrial small-sale automation tool, like LabView.3. A regular, full-featured 3-layer ontrol system.The 1st variant was used in the automation of the \prototype's proto-type". It gave us a hane to understand and to feel that this way is tooompliated and error-prone.Use of a ready small-sale solution, available on the market, didn't lookattrative either. First, drivers for not-so-ommon hardware we use hadto be reated for suh a system anyway. And, seond, we have no trainedpersonnel for it.A distributed 3-layer ontrol system looked a bit exessive, sine its useintrodues some \implementation overhead", while many of its features aresimply not needed in our ase. On the other hand, this way has no otherdisadvantages (inherent in two previous approahes), and makes implemen-tation of ontrol tasks very straightforward.So, �nally the 3rd way was hosen. And the main reason was availabilityof suh a system | CX[2℄, whih is used at VEPP-5 omplex in BINP, bythe same people who are involved in the \C13" experiment.CX runs under Linux, whih stipulated use of Linux as a ontrol PC'sOS.IMPLEMENTATIONPhotometri measurementsPhotometri program was designed to be the main appliation | a \ontrolenter", allowing to ontrol most aspets of the experiment. It is the mostompliated appliation. Its sreen (see �g.1) is divided into three areas.The left one provides misellaneous measurements and ontrols: tem-perature measurements from thermoouples and pyrometer, eletron beamparameters, target wheel parameters and ontrol, CCD-amera objetiveontrol. The seond, related to KShD485, allows manual ontrol of theolour wheel. And the main plae | to the right | is devoted to photome-try: a piture from CCD or a alulated temperature �eld, tuning \handles",and automation ontrol | \perform the measurements" buttons.A seond variant of this program is used for photometri measurementswith photodiode line. It allows similar operations, with di�erene reetingthe spei�s of a photodiode line measurements. Its user interfae is im-proved, and a slightly di�erent set of measurement and ontrol hannels isprovided (sine this appliation was used later in the ourse of experiment,and hardware hannels have hanged).
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Figure 1: Color wheel and CCD-amera ontrol appliationVibration measurementsTwo types of vibration measurements are performed. \Fast", whih give areal-time piture and allow early detetion of target wheel raks, and to stopthe wheel before damage beomes fatal. \Slow" measurements (displayedin a time sale) allow visual evaluation of vibrations development and theirorrelation with other fators; plus, these allow post-mortem analysis.In the ourse of experiment TDS3032 osillosope was found to be ad-equate for \fast" measurements, so only \slow" ones were left for a ontrolsystem.The \slow measurements" appliation reads vibration sersors data anddisplays it in both numeri and reorder form. Plus, for onveniene, itdisplays some related data and allows wheel motor ontrol. This appliationis simple and straightforward.
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PyrometerAutomation of Impa IS10 pyrometer onsisted of a \general" and \ustom"work. The former inluded reating a devie driver for CX (see below) andwriting a ontrol appliation, similar to Impa's Windows-only InfraWintool.The ustom part onsists of an appliation whih employs IS10 for tem-perature distribution diagnostis, using some spei� knowledge of its op-eration. And that is the program that should have better been written byphysiists themselves: it has no programming spei�s besides aess to datavia CX.Unfortunately, urrently CX programming is too diÆult for most physi-ists. That's a vivid and valuable lesson.Devie driversCX provided ready CAMAC and CAN support, so only KShD485 and IS10drivers had to be written spei�ally for \C13". This task onsisted of twoparts.First, �tting devies' resoures and models of operation into a paradigmof hannels. This was easy, albeit revealed that KShD485 protool is a bitpoorly designed.The seond part was implementation of drivers' ode, dealing with serialinterfae spei�s. This inludes intelligent message queueing, retransmitsupon timeouts, dealing with onnetion loss and reovery.While KShD485 uses a binary protool and IS10 | a text one, server-side support for them is similar. And, in both ases implementation is moreompliated than that for an average CAMAC or CAN devie.EVOLUTIONFrom the very beginning several types of hanges were expeted.First, the photometri measurements had to be performed via di�erentmethods: CCD-amera and photodiode line. This was a simple engineeringtask.Seond, the hardware was onstantly modi�ed aording to the interme-diate results and hanging requirements. This inluded hanges in the setof ontrol hannels, alibration oeÆients and formulae. To reet this insoftware was a boring, but easy task.Third, hanges of algorithms and approahes during the ourse of ex-periment, aording to hange of understanding of the physial proesses.And that hanges were the most exhausting and time-onsuming. Even therelatively small, speialized programs had hanged dramatially, and in thease of a single, monolithi appliation this would be hardly doable.
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Most hanges applied to the \experiment ontrol enter" appliation.The �rst, CCD-amera variant, have undergone major hanges, so �nallyits ode beame too ompliated. The photodiode-line variant was writtenfrom srath. But during its life the ode was heavily modi�ed too, so thatnow it is far from beauty.On the one hand, many of these hanges were unavoidable, sine somerequirements weren't known in advane, being disovered in the ourse ofexperiment.But: muh work was aused by the fat that physiists didn't took thetrouble to think through the task thoroughly, preferring to lay the burdenof ontinuous modi�ation of software on programmers. Physiists' reasonis: \it's just a program, it isn't hardware, it's so easy to hange when wewant!".So, probably the best way for programmers to perform automation ofsuh experiments2 is to give physiists an ability to make ontrol appliationsthemselves, in the easiest and onvenient way. But that's another story.CONCLUSIONAppliation of a 3-layer distributed ontrol system in suh a small-saleexperiment turned out to be a right deision. It allowed to esape manyproblems, unavoidable with other ontrol system arhitetures. The set ofontrol programs is larger than was planned at the beginning, and many ofthem aess the same ontrol data. While initial requirements spei�ationdidn't all for distributed and remote ontrol, this ability turned out to bevaluable. The only exeption, whih falls out of this sheme | the CCD-amera3, on�rms validity of the hosen way.All future small-sale automation projets, onduted by our laboratory,will use this approah.Referenes[1℄ D.Bolkhovityanov et al, \PowerPC-based CAMAC and CAN-bus on-trollers in VEPP-5 Control System", Pro. PCaPAC'2005,http://onferene.kek.jp/papa2005/paper/WEB4.pdf[2℄ D.Bolkhovityanov et al, \Evolution and Present Status of VEPP-5 Con-trol System", Pro. PCaPAC'2002,http://www.lnf.infn.it/onferene/papa2002/TALK/MO-P15/MO-P15.pdf2And, probably, any automation3Due to some problems it had to be aessed by the appliation diretly.
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